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Together, booze and news total stipend comes from student $2,678.87 so far this year. The suggested that perhaps the funds costly in any case.

The two largest single SBA outlays were for the Christmas Dance which according to the Treasurer, $1,488.74 and took in only $240.87, and the Orientation Program which cost $1,999.38, approximately four dollars per oriented student. According to the Treasurer's report last April, orientation last year cost only $600. Figure for the 1978 Christmas Dance were not included in that report. Both Orientation and the Dance were run by the Student Bar Associations.

Both Stu McGregor and Brian Sullivan contended that more than they thought had been spent last year's Orientation. They maintained that most of the funds were listed under another heading. Both conceded that this year's program was far more costly in any case.

Deputy Commissioner Mike Moore stated that the Dance took in several hundred dollars more but applied those funds directly to costs, thus making the $1,247 deficit an accurate figure. At present, there are basically four categories for SBA spending: Student Organizations (BALSA, PRILSA, FLW, ABA/LSD, ILS), Publications (Advocate, Flaw Review), Independently Sponsored Activities (Tang, Intramurals), and SBA Sponsored Activities (Orientation, Christmas & Fall Dances, Speakers Forum, Placement Committee, Student Directory, Exam Duplating, Loan Fund, Xerox Machines, general administrative expenses). Any allocation which is approved by the SBA Board of Governors remains in the SBA account until receipts are shown for legitimate expenses incurred.

Student Directory
Major expenses included the Student Directory which has recovered $700 of the $864 budgeted. The Directory, originally expected to pay for itself through advertising, has been criticized not only for costing over $50 more than the mimeographed directories of years past, but also because it has facilitated the sale of student lists to life insurance companies and other solicitors.

Michael Stein

Three budgets were approved and the first committee meetings made at the first meeting of the newly-elected Student Bar Association on February 25. Acting on a proposal by Brian Sullivan, the Board of Governors appropriated $166.90 for an electronic slide maker. The machine will be used to supply last year's final examinations.

A "Rites of Spring Beer Blast," planned for the Lowenstein Faculty Lounge on March 20, was budgeted for $650.00. Tickets will be sold for $2.50, and all buyers are needed to break even. The budget included funds for a live band, and invitations are being extended to other schools which have in the past invited Fordham Law students to their activities.

The Moot Court Board received an allocation of $108.00, for plaques to be added to the tablet outside the Moot Court Room.

After allocating the funds for the rental of the stencil machinery, the Board defeated two proposals to hire operators for the machine at $2.50 per hour.

Budget, Committees Set

Prospects Dim

Under the impetuous leadership of Ms. Leslie Goldman of the Placement Office, a busload of job-seeking Fordham Law students invaded the nation's capital on Friday, February 27.

The forum for the meeting was the Sheraton-Carlton Hotel, located near the White House, where a panel of Washington administrators worked their will and gave their opinion as to the prospects for employment in the various departments of government and in the private sector. The forum was moderated by Mr. Joseph Riemer who works for the S.E.C.

The reaction of those students attending the meeting was mixed. Some felt that they had gained valuable information while others felt that too little was accomplished and that the 10 hour round-trip bus ride was not justified.

The picture of the Washington employment scene painted by the panel was not very encouraging. Several members of the panel, notably not Fordham Law graduates, frankly admitted that job offers were few—and in some cases depended upon having the right political connections. Others on the panel pointed out that hiring in Washington continues on a full year basis, unlike in New York, is subject to costs, thus making the $1,247 deficit an accurate figure. At present, there are basically four categories for SBA spending: Student Organizations (BALSA, PRILSA, FLW, ABA/LSD, ILS), Publications (Advocate, Flaw Review), Independently Sponsored Activities (Tang, Intramurals), and SBA Sponsored Activities (Orientation, Christmas & Fall Dances, Speakers Forum, Placement Committee, Student Directory, Exam Duplating, Loan Fund, Xerox Machines, general administrative expenses). Any allocation which is approved by the SBA Board of Governors remains in the SBA account until receipts are shown for legitimate expenses incurred.
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The SBA budget reflects more than the bad priorities of the Student Bar Association, it clearly reflects the bad priorities of students themselves. Far worse, however, it demonstrates a lack of the very type of energy and assertiveness that lawyers must have. Each year, over $10,000 sits in the SBA treasury. Any student who has a worthwhile use for the funds may receive money, yet each year a surplus exists, even after students have bought enough beer to float a yacht. The reasons why Fordham students don’t have worthwhile projects that need and deserve student funds are undoubtedly complex. Nevertheless, something in the Fordham atmosphere discourages expenditure of energy on anything other than grade grubbing, job seeking and beer drinking. Law Women are perhaps the freest in breaking with them, they have produced engrossing forums at minimal cost. PRLSA too has availed itself of student funds in order to improve minority enrollment. Too often, however, students applying for funds want money for refreshments, stationery, dues or trips, but fail to produce any visible results. The time for law student activism has come again, funds are available for aggressive minority recruitment, national recruitment, law projects, all that is needed is industrious students who see beyond class rank into the world of practicing law. Fordham needs more than junketeers willing to travel on the expense account to “represent Fordham.” The Law School needs students to make an impact on legal institutions around the country which will represent Fordham better than any traveling salesperson could.

The Xerox copier has gone far enough. As if delivery delays, University foot-dragging, contract disputes and broken coin changers aren’t enough, there are now rumors that the librarian has demanded free xerox privileges in exchange for library space. There is no place for this type of petty tyranny in the law school, particularly in the library. The time has come for Dean McLaughlin to step in and see that the library cooperates in the new copying set up. Unquestionably xerox is better than the coinfax machines. The fact that xerox is also cheaper plus the fact that SBA has succeeded in breaking the stranglehold of the coinfax profit makers makes it imperative that the administration cooperate in insuring the success of the new xerox venture. The library staff should be taught to load and unload the machine, and the librarians should be instructed that their goal is to provide the best library services for the students, faculty and alumni of Fordham Law School. Properly maintained, self-supporting Xerox service is a part of that library service.

To the Editor:

As is all too typical of The Advocate, you cannot, or choose not to, look behind the surface to see what the true issues are. I am concerned with the delivery and installation of Xerox copiers at the law library. What is particularly disturbing is that lawyers who wrote the editorials without doing more than sticking their heads in the library to see whether the machines were there will presumably soon be performing the same quality research and investigation on behalf of their clients. It is the clients, not the vendors, who are being duped.

The facts are these. In the Spring of 1975 Stu McGregor and I met with the library committee (Prof. Dwyer, Prof. Teclaff, and we proposed that the law school would be responsible for providing copier service in the library, the primary purpose being to have a long standing back to the nickel it had been prior to February 1, 1975. The Library Committee took the proposal under advisement and shortly thereafter turned it down because they felt that, while the present ten cents/copy might be high, the present vendor supplied service of the library was seven days/week on a few hours notice, which we would have to duplicate. Stu and I persisted, and we eventually convinced Prof. Teclaff to be our representative in wanting to see this project through. We assured that if we got better quality copies the machines would not need the large number of excuses needed by the current copiers and that they were presented to him by Xerox. All of this negotiating was done before the SBA and at the law school, and indeed unwilling cooperation of the SBA was arguable and that it was forced to put-off installation of the Xerox copiers until February, 1976.

In December 1975 I contacted Prof. Teclaff to assure him that the SBA remained determined to put in Xerox copiers. We thought that it had a contract which gave it the exclusive right to duplicate services in the law library through the end of January 1976, provided that the vendor was willing to take the dispute to arbitration to start before February 1, 1975. Fordham felt that the vendor’s exclusionary claim was arguable and that it would foolishly risk the expense of arbitration and possible damages. Thus, the SBA was forced to put-off installation of the Xerox copiers until February, 1976.
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Newspolitics

The Advocate March 10, 1976

The University Development Office will conduct its now-annual Law School Phonothon from March 22 till March 25. This effort, in which students solicit funds from the Alumni, was regarded as highly successful last year. Contributions were received from eighty percent of the Alumni for a total of $25,000. The money that is collected is set aside for exclusive use by the Law School and is supplemental to the amount allocated to us by the University. Contributions are accepted for several purposes, including funding for the Urban Law Journal, scholarship money, Placement, Faculty/Student Research and the Library.

Students are needed to make the phone calls. The sessions will begin at 5:30 PM in the Loewenstein building. Cocktails, beer and sandwiches will be served for about an hour and the phoning will begin around 6:30 PM and go until 9 PM. Class officers will be soliciting students within the next few days. The Phonothon is open to all Fordham students and not only because one of its objectives is to get more alumni into the habit of contributing to the school. Your cooperation is needed.

LETTERS

Dear Sir:

The appeal to alumni to get more alumni into the habit of calling at the Loewenstein building for Phonothon from March 22 till March 25 is sure to be a success. And I can testify that it is not too early in the semester to suggest that the Student Bar Association, it clearly reflects the bad priorities of students themselves. Far worse, however, it demonstrates a lack of the very type of energy and assertiveness that lawyers must have. Each year, over $10,000 sits in the SBA treasury. Any student who has a worthwhile use for the funds may receive money, yet each year a surplus exists, even after students have bought enough beer to float a yacht. The reasons why Fordham students don’t have worthwhile projects that need and deserve student funds are undoubtedly complex. Nevertheless, something in the Fordham atmosphere discourages expenditure of energy on anything other than grade grubbing, job seeking and beer drinking. Law Women are perhaps the freest in breaking with them, they have produced engrossing forums at minimal cost. PRLSA too has availed itself of student funds in order to improve minority enrollment. Too often, however, students applying for funds want money for refreshments, stationery, dues or trips, but fail to produce any visible results. The time for law student activism has come again, funds are available for aggressive minority recruitment, national recruitment, law projects, all that is needed is industrious students who see beyond class rank into the world of practicing law. Fordham needs more than junketeers willing to travel on the expense account to “represent Fordham.” The Law School needs students to make an impact on legal institutions around the country which will represent Fordham better than any traveling salesperson could.
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KITCHEN OPEN
TILL 10 P.M.

by P.J. Bottari
A few weeks ago (Feb. 7th, 8th to be exact) 9 of Fordham's 3rd year students ventured to Los Angeles to pick up a.create the Tyson's Right hand man and Kirk's head aplus, who were invited to assassinate Kirk, Kaela and Spock in private.建筑.
SBA PRESIDENCY
The First Thirty Days

Cont'd from p. j

Student Organizations and of that amount two hundred and four thousand dollars had been spent.

International Law Society (IDS)

The隨itました人々の名前を挙げてみましょう。
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